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Abstract
At present, analysis of diet and bladder cancer (BC) is mostly based on the intake of individual foods. The examination of food combinations
provides a scope to deal with the complexity and unpredictability of the diet and aims to overcome the limitations of the study of nutrients and
foods in isolation. This article aims to demonstrate the usability of supervised data mining methods to extract the food groups related to BC.
In order to derive key food groups associated with BC risk, we applied the data mining technique C5.0 with 10-fold cross-validation in the
BLadder cancer Epidemiology and Nutritional Determinants study, including data from eighteen case–control and one nested case–cohort study,
compromising 8320 BC cases out of 31 551 participants. Dietary data, on the eleven main food groups of the Eurocode 2 Core classification
codebook, and relevant non-diet data (i.e. sex, age and smoking status) were available. Primarily, five key food groups were extracted; in order
of importance, beverages (non-milk); grains and grain products; vegetables and vegetable products; fats, oils and their products; meats and meat
products were associated with BC risk. Since these food groups are corresponded with previously proposed BC-related dietary factors, data
mining seems to be a promising technique in the field of nutritional epidemiology and deserves further examination.
Key words: Bladder cancer: Data mining: Food groups: Epidemiological studies

Bladder cancer (BC) is the most common malignancy of urinary
tract and the seventh cause of mortality for cancer (2·8 % of all
cancer deaths), with nearly 430 000 new cases and 165 000
deaths per year worldwide(1,2). According to Al-Zalabani et al.,
up to 80 % of BC can be attributed to lifestyles, including
occupation, smoking, exercise and diet(3). Particularly, it is
biologically plausible for dietary factors to influence BC risk considering that beneficial as well as harmful components of a diet
are excreted through the urinary tract and in direct contact with
the epithelium of the bladder(4). However, as stated in the report
by World Cancer Research Fund/American Institute for Cancer
Research(5), there is still ‘limited’ evidence for the role of diet
on the BC risk.
Analysis of overall dietary patterns related to BC has gained
a lot of attention during past years(6,7). Instead of looking at individual foods or nutrients, analysis of dietary patterns examines the
effects of the overall diet, considering the inter-correlations in the
consumption of various foods and nutrients. Conceptually, dietary
patterns represent a broader picture of food and nutrient consumption, and analysis of dietary patterns may help in better understanding and preventing the development of common cancers.
Several conventional analysis techniques are available for
extracting dietary patterns including factor and cluster analyses:
investigator-driven methods, such as dietary indices and dietary
scores; and data-driven methods, such as principal component
analysis. Although these techniques are widely used and might
reveal some important information on the relation between
dietary patterns and common cancers, they all draw subjective
conclusions since they are based on series of a priori assumptions, which may differ among researchers. A relatively new
approach in the field of nutritional epidemiology is ‘data mining’.
Data mining is a process that uses a variety of data analysis tools
to extract hidden predictive information from large data. This
technique is considered to be a powerful technology with great
potential to help people focus on the most important information
of their data(8). A previous study in the field of nutritional
epidemiology already showed that data mining allowed to
define unexpected dietary patterns that might not be recognised
using conventional statistical methods(9). Therefore, in the
present study, we used this technique to examine the combinational foods at individual level to extract some food groups
related to the BC risk.

Methods
Study population
The data set used in the present study is part of the ‘BLadder
cancer Epidemiology and Nutritional Determinant (BLEND)’
study, which aims at assessing the association between diet
and the BC risk. Details on the methodology of the BLEND consortium have been described elsewhere(10). The present study
included data of eighteen case–control(11–28) and one nested
case–cohort study(29) providing information on diet and BC, from
twelve different countries across the world, including data on
8320 BC cases and 23 231 non-cases within the age range
of 18–100 years. Each study ascertained incident BC defined
to include all urinary bladder neoplasms according to the
International Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O-3
code C67) using population-based cancer registries, health
insurance records or medical records. Each participating study
has been approved by the local ethic committee. Informed
consent was obtained from all individual participants included
in each study. Most of the BC cases were diagnosed and histologically confirmed in 1990s.

Data collection
All included studies made use of a validated self-administrated
FFQ or an FFQ administered by a trained interviewer.
Homogenisation of the dietary data was done by making use
of the Eurocode 2 Core classification codebook(30). This codebook consists of main food groups and their first- and secondlevel subgroups(31). In order to reduce the variance of individual
food items across the world (online Supplementary Table S1),
foods were attributed into eleven main groups: milk and dairy
products (A); eggs and egg products (B); meats and meat products (C); fishes and fish products (D); fats, oils and their products
(E); grains and grain products (F); pulses, seeds, kernels, nuts
and their products (G); vegetables and vegetable products
(H); fruits and fruit products (I); sugars and sugar products (J);
and beverages (non-milk, K). All food groups were measured
as servings of food intake per week and divided into quartile,
with Q1–Q4 corresponding to lowest and highest intake. In
addition to information on diet, the BLEND data set also included
data on study characteristics (design, method of dietary
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assessment and geographical region) and participant demographics (age (continuous), sex (male, female)) and smoking
status (never/current/former).

Baseline analysis
Continuous variables were described as mean and standard
deviation, and categorical variables as absolute and relative
frequencies. Missing values were tested for missing at random
(MAR) or missing completely at random (MCAR)(32,33). To test
for MAR, logistic regression was performed with a missing data
indicator created for each variable. No significant relationship
between the missingness indicators and the outcome of interest
suggests MAR. The assumption that missing data are MCAR was
assessed using Little’s MCAR χ2 test(34,35).

613

indicates the confidence of the risk in relation to BC outcome.
The overall performance of the C5.0 classifier was evaluated
by classification accuracy, true positive rate, false positive rate
and receiver operating characteristic with the AUC. This is the
number of correct classifications of the instances from the
validation set divided by the total number of these instances,
expressed as a percentage. The greater the classification
accuracy, the better is the classifier. A sensitivity analysis was
performed by categorising age into six groups (years): ≤55,
55–60, 60–65, 65–70, 70–75 and >75, based on the same data
mining procedure.
All data analyses were performed with R software version
3.5.1 (using packages ‘C5.0’ and ‘caret’ developed by Max
Kuhn; ‘rpart’ developed by Beth Atkison; ‘ROCR’ developed
by Tobias Sing and Oliver Sander).

Data mining method
All the eleven main food groups and the non-diet variables
(i.e. age, sex and smoking status) were selected and entered into
data mining procedures.
A classification technique called C5.0(36), which is a variant of
the C4.5 algorithm developed by Ross Quinlan, was used since
it can represent solutions as decision trees and as rulesets(37).
It builds a decision tree based on the training/validation sets
using the concept of information entropy. The decision tree
is built by splitting the data into two parts at the value of one
variable that yields the highest normalised information gain.
That is, it splits on the value of the chosen variable that separates
positive and negative observations (i.e. BC status: case and noncase), most efficiently. The pruning severity of the model was set
at the default level of 75. This level yielded the lowest complexity
(i.e. which refers to the minimum number of records in each tree
branch to allow a split) with sufficient accuracy. Standard 10-fold
cross-validation was used in which the entire eligible BLEND
data set was divided into ten approximately equally sized parts.
Nine parts were used in turn as training sets, and the remaining
tenth part was used as the validation set. The validation set
(10 %) was chosen within the entire data set according to the
distribution of BC status. The participants with missing values
were taken into account by using the ratio of the participants
with missing values multiplied by the information entropy
of the subset of participants without missing values for each
variable(38). The classification C5.0 algorithm was run for the
included diet and non-diet variables within the BLEND data
set; meanwhile, variable importance (i.e. attribute usage) for
the C5.0 model was calculated by determining the percentage
of training set samples that fall into all the terminal nodes after
the split, which defines the variable importance value of
each diet and non-diet variables in relation to BC(39–42). These
importance values range from 0 to 100 %, where 0 % indicates
‘unimportant’ and 100 % indicates ‘extremely important’. Both
continuous and categorical variables were included in the
models. Node splits in continuous variables can occur at any
value and were not predetermined.
Rules were then generated by using the ‘ruleset’ function in
C5.0, which transformed the decision tree into specific context
associated with BC. The BC status (either case or non-case)
was predicted by each rule, and a value between 0 and 100 %

Results
Baseline analyses of the included data
The characteristics of the BLEND participants are presented in
Table 1. In total, 31 551 participants are included in the analyses,
of which 8320 (26·37 %) were BC cases. The mean age of
non-cases (59 years old) was lower than cases (62 years old),
and most of the participants were Caucasian (92·27 %).
Approximately 66·68 % of participants were smokers, with
33·62 % of those being current smokers and 33·06 % being former smokers.
Significant results of logistic regression for food-group
variables indicated that missing dietary data were not MAR
(all PMAR < 0·05). Little’s test also provided evidence against the
assumption that missing data were MCAR (all PMCAR < 0·001).
Rejection of both MAR and MCAR indicates the missing values
are missing not at random. Therefore, the observations with missing data could not be deleted, and the missing values were marked
as blank and not replaced by any value.

Extraction of food groups in relation to bladder cancer via
the data mining procedure
Fig. 1 presents an example of a decision tree with three different
variables. The variables are ranked according to how they were
used to split the participants from decision nodes to end nodes.
The position of 1 (A) corresponds to the variable that in all trees is
the first variable used to split; the position of 2 (B) corresponds to
the variable that on average is the second variable used to spit,
and so on till finally, all the participants were split into BC cases
and non-cases. ‘Sex’ is on the first rank split of the tree, which
indicates dietary patterns are differentiated in males and females
related to BC. Both non-diet variables (age, sex and smoking
status) and five food groups (C, E, F, H and K) were identified
as having an influence on the development of BC. The observed
importance values of these variables are (Fig. 2): sex (100 %);
smoking status (74·60 %); age (62·80 %); beverages (55·81 %);
grains and grain products (37·98 %); vegetables and vegetable
products (24·30 %); fats, oils and their products (2·95 %); meats
and meat products (2·71 %). Other input variables showed to
have an importance value of 0 % and were, therefore, considered
non-relevant for BC development. The overall classification
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics and food group information from the BLadder cancer Epidemiology and Nutritional Determinants (BLEND) data set*
(Numbers and percentages; mean values and standard deviations)
Cases (n 8320)
Variables
Sex
Male
Female
Smoking
Never
Current
Former
Age (years)
Mean

n

%

n

%

6601
1719

33·95
14·20

12 841
10 390

66·05
85·80

1588
3285
3447

15·11
30·97
33·04

8925
7321
6985

84·89
69·03
66·96

0·00

0·00
61·80
10·61
1880
1511
1708
1531
1068
622

1887
1322
1626
1500

0–0·75 servings/week
0·75–1·5 servings/week
1·5–3 servings/week
>3 servings/week

79·86
80·07
78·19
80·08
2·54
2·63

22·87
18·89
17·55
26·05

7141
4306
5852
4894

77·13
81·11
82·45
73·95
7·62

1931
1810
1387
1298

7·35
4·47
24·41
22·73
21·32
16·53

5981
6154
6505
6555

75·59
77·27
78·68
83·47
5·72

1·94
2·08
918
1163
1387
1298

1·39
1·73
24·41
12·02
17·45
19·10

7415
8515
4287
5293

75·59
87·98
82·55
80·90
21·44

8·61
7·98
1291
1561
780
1152

9·99
8·77
20·53
23·79
13·49
18·73

5641
5760
5386
5654

79·47
76·21
86·51
81·27
5·36

16·17
17·33
2061
1503
1494
1570

15·40
15·67
25·80
21·63
20·01
21·06

5928
5446
5973
5886

74·20
78·37
79·99
78·94
31·41

2·68
3·88

SD

Q1:
Q2:
Q3:
Q4:

6632
5310
5828
6031

7·75
5·54

SD

Q1: 0–7 servings/week
Q2: 7–13 servings/week
Q3: 13–21 servings/week
Q4: >21 servings/week
Pulses, seeds, kernels and nuts
Mean

14·58
23·47
22·14
19·93
21·81
19·92

2117
1003
1246
1275

SD

Q1: 0–4 servings/week
Q2: 4–7 servings/week
Q3: 7–10 servings/week
Q4: >10 servings/week
Grains and grain products
Mean

79·54
73·33
71·78
72·03
68·77
64·44

11·78

SD

Q1: 0–0·5 servings/week
Q2: 0·5–1 servings/week
Q3: 1–2 servings/week
Q4: >2 servings/week
Fats and oils
Mean

7310
4514
4345
3943
2352
1127

2·65
2·89

SD

Q1: 0–5 servings/week
Q2: 5–8 servings/week
Q3: 8–11 servings/week
Q4: >11 servings/week
Fish and fish products
Mean

20·46
26·67
28·22
27·97
31·23
35·56

4·47

SD

Q1: 0–1 servings/week
Q2: 1–2 servings/week
Q3: 2–3 servings/week
Q4: >3 servings/week
Meat and meat products
Mean

58·52
12·54

13·61
18·39

SD

Q1: 0–5 servings/week†
Q2: 5–9 servings/week
Q3: 9–18 servings/week
Q4: >18 servings/week
Eggs and egg products
Mean

Missing percentage
0·00

SD

≤55
55–60
60–65
65–70
70–75
>75
Main food groups (mean servings/week)
Milk and milk products
Mean

Non-cases (n 23 231)

766
671
631
632

2·98
4·44
13·89
12·06
12·24
11·69

4747
4895
4523
4776

86·11
87·94
87·76
88·31
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Table 1. (Continued )
Cases (n 8320)
Variables

n

Vegetables and vegetable products
Mean
1992
1629
1422
1590

2056
1100
2019
1281

0–28 servings/week
28–42 servings/week
42–62 servings/week
>62 servings/week

5585
5864
6118
5940

73·71
78·26
81·14
78·88
10·74
12·59

26·46
14·79
28·55
18·69

5715
6338
5052
5574

73·54
85·21
71·45
81·31
30·52

10·99
14·67
667
438
641
896

7·07
10·65
10·40
9·37
11·95
16·38

5745
4236
4725
4573

89·60
90·63
88·05
83·62
4·20

56·84
17·63

SD

Q1:
Q2:
Q3:
Q4:

26·29
21·74
18·86
21·12

8·16

SD

Q1: 0–1 servings/week
Q2: 1–4 servings/week
Q3: 4–10 servings/week
Q4: >10 servings/week
Beverages (non-milk)
Mean

Missing percentage

26·53
34·52

9·18
9·97

SD

Q1: 0–3 servings/week
Q2: 3–6 servings/week
Q3: 6–14 servings/week
Q4: >14 servings/week
Sugar and sugar products
Mean

%

4·47
29·48
47·94

SD

Q1: 0–12 servings/week
Q2: 12–17 servings/week
Q3: 17–29 servings/week
Q4: >29 servings/week
Fruits and fruit products
Mean

Non-cases (n 23 231)
n

%

2399
1491
1696
2570

45·53
13·47
23·90
23·86
24·15
34·40

7083
4579
5328
4901

76·10
76·14
75·85
65·60

* Age was coded as the original continuous values and six categorical values, food intakes were coded as quartile-order categorical values, and the other variables were coded as
categorical dummy values.
† Q1–Q4: lowest intake to highest intake (servings/week).

are also identified by using the ‘ruleset’ approach. Here, we see
that current/former male smokers tended to be BC cases and
never male smokers tended to be non-BC cases. However, to
be able to split the participants into case or non-case is depending on their dietary habits. Females show relatively simple
rules, in which only ‘grain and grain products’ and ‘beverages
(non-milk)’ were identified to be related to BC.
A sensitivity analysis by transforming age into categorical
variable was performed based on the C5.0 algorithm; the results
shown are similar to the identification of same food groups
related to BC (online Supplementary Fig. S2).
Fig. 1. Example of a decision tree. There are three individual variables, A, B and
C, on which the tree splits. Variable A has an average ranking of 1 because it is
the root node and appears only once. Variable B has an average ranking of 2·5,
since it appears twice, once on the second and once on the third rank. Variable C
has an average ranking of 2, since it is present only once and the tree splits on it
after it split on A.

accuracy is 75·10 %, with true positive rate 0·86 and false positive
rate 0·31 (the receiver operating characteristic curves, with AUC
from 0·690 to 0·701, for each cross-validation run were performed in online Supplementary Fig. S1).
Table 2 presents the extracted eight rules resulting into BC
outcome after application of the ‘ruleset’ classifier of C5.0, with
a classification accuracy of 74·90 %. The results from ‘ruleset’
show that the variables identified by the ‘decision tree’ approach

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is among the first studies to apply the
data mining approach to extract food groups associated with
BC risk based on the complexity of the combinational food
intake. By applying C5.0 algorithm, the decision tree and rules
derived from this approach showed that sex, smoking status,
age and five food groups (C: meats and meat products, E: fats,
oils and their products, F: grains and grain products, H: vegetables and vegetable products, K: beverages (non-milk)) are in
relation with BC risk in both males and females. Apart from
the well-established factors (e.g. age, sex and smoking) for BC
identified in the data mining procedures, the association of diet,
especially specific dietary pattern, with BC risk deserves to be
explored due to the limited evidence on this topic and because
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Table 2. Classification rules derived from C5.0 ‘Ruleset’ in the BLadder cancer Epidemiology and Nutritional Determinants (BLEND) data set*
(Percentages)
Sex

Rules

Male

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Female

Age (years)

40–63

Smoking status

C

Current
Former
Q3–Q4

E

F

H

K

Case (%)

Non-case (%)

Q1†

Q3–Q4
Q1
Q1

Q3–Q4

Q1–Q2
Q4

24
67
87
23
63
13
80
84

76
33
13
77
37
87
20
16

Q1–Q2

Never
Current/former
>63

Former
Former

Q2–Q4
Q1
Q1

Q1–Q2
Q3–Q4

C, meats and meat products; E, fats, oils and their products; F, grains and grain products; H, vegetables and vegetable products; K, beverage (non-milk).
* Age: years old; C–K: servings/week.
† Q1–Q4: lowest intake to highest intake (servings/week).

Fig. 2. Importance values of input variables after C5.0 in the BLEND data set. A: milk and dairy products; B: eggs and egg products; C: meats and meat products;
D: fishes and fish products; E: fats, oils and their products; F: grains and grain products; G: pulses, seeds, kernels, nuts and their products; H: vegetables and vegetable
products; I: fruits and fruit products; J: sugar and sugar products; K: beverages (non-milk). The importance values range from 0 to 100 %, where 0 % indicates ‘unimportant’ and 100 % indicates ‘extremely important’.

it reflects a person’s dietary exposure in aggregate rather than in
isolation.
Although the use of data mining is relatively new for unravelling diet in relation to the cancer risk, previous studies already
examined dietary intake with BC risk using other techniques.
In 2008, De Stefani et al.(43) found that the dietary patterns
labelled as ‘sweet beverages’ (high loadings of coffee, tea and
added sugar) and ‘Western’ (high loadings of red meat, fried
eggs, potatoes and red wine) were directly associated with the
risk of BC based on factor analysis. In addition, the negative
influence of the Western diet was also observed for BC recurrence: BC patients in the highest tertile of adherence to a
Western dietary pattern had a 48 % higher risk of recurrence
of BC compared with patients in the lowest tertile(6). The
Western diet is especially low in fresh fruits and vegetables,
but generally high in saturated fats and red and processed meats.
Results from the present study are in line with these results, with
respect to high intake of fat being associated with an increased

risk for the development of BC and high intake of vegetables and
vegetable products being associated with a reduced risk.
Previous studies on single food item or food groups in relation to BC risk also reported that high intake of vegetables was
associated with reduced risk of BC(44–47). These studies suggest
that the preventive effect could possibly be due to the antioxidant action of vegetables(48,49) and that each serving of vegetable
may result in a 10 % risk decline. Although very powerful, results
from the present study only identify ‘vegetables and vegetable
products’ as a possible main food group related to BC risk.
It remains unclear which specific subgroup is responsible
(e.g. starchy/non-starchy, processed/fresh, citrus/cruciferous).
Detailed analyses of BLEND data may help to elucidate this
uncertainty.
Limited evidence is available on the influence of ‘grains and
grain products’ on BC risk. However, our findings are in line with
results from a previously conducted case–control(50), suggesting
that a high intake of whole grains may reduce the risk of BC.
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In contrast, a more recent study found that BC risk was negatively influenced by a high intake of refined carbohydrate
foods(51). Thus, future detailed analyses, especially those focusing on whole grains and refined grain products, may be useful.
Of note, our results on grain products might have been influenced by the fact that the ‘grain and grain products’ group of
the present study included sweet ‘Fine bakery wares’, such as
‘Sweet biscuits and cookies’ which are high in sugar and thereby
promote obesity, is known to be a risk factor for BC(52).
Only few studies discussed the associations between fat,
oil and their products and BC risk and were summarised in a
systematic review. This review showed that the total fat intake
was positively related to BC risk when combining results from
three case–control studies. However, no such association was
observed in cohort studies(53). The present study confirms findings from the case–control studies, in that a positive association
was found.
A meta-analysis reported that overall meat intake was not
related to the risk of BC; however, high red and processed meat
intake was reported as a significant risk factor for BC risk, 17 %
and 10 % risk, respectively(54). This increase is probably caused
by the N-nitroso compounds, which have been proposed as possible bladder carcinogens, found in red and processed meats(55).
In the present study, a high intake of ‘meats and meat products
(C)’ was associated with an increased risk of developing BC.
Again, future studies investigating specific types of meat could
identify the types of meat or meat products that might have beneficial effects.
As an excretory organ, fluid intake might play an important
role in the development of BC. A well-established risk factor is
arsenic(56), through which people are most likely exposed by
drinking water. The influence of other fluid sources on BC risk,
however, is lacking evidence or is inconstant. Here, we observed
that high beverage intake is positively associated with BC risk.
Again, it should be noted that only total ‘beverage’ intake was
assessed, including both beverages with a potential protective
effect on BC risk (e.g. green tea(57)) and beverages with a potential harmful effect on BC risk (e.g. alcoholic(58) and sweet nonalcoholic beverages(43)). It, therefore, remains unclear which
caused the observed increased BC risk.
Since nutrition and cancer epidemiology is a complex field,
the use of advanced analytic tools, such as data mining, is
becoming increasingly important for unrevealing diet and health
associations. Data mining has demonstrated its potential to
complement conventional statistical regressions, particularly
for non-linear phenomena such as our dietary habits(59), and
without requiring a priori assumptions on the relationship
between diet and health outcomes(60). In addition, data mining
splits data files into training and validation sets, especially using
cross-validation method gives relatively accurate predictive estimates. Furthermore, overfitting problem of both decision tree
and rules could be minimised by using a reduced error pruning
technique in C5.0(36) which is often problematic in conventional
statistical techniques with a large number of variables and observations, such as the BLEND data set. The strength of the present
study is the high classification accuracy, which indicates the data
mining methodology could adequately handle missing data and
complex-investigating measurements. Therefore, the revealed
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food groups in the present study could be considered foods
or pattern in relation to BC development.
A limitation of our study, however, is that the use of data
mining in nutritional cancer epidemiology might only be useful
in identifying key food items and can therefore only be seen
as a hypothesis generator, which needs further detailed investigation in order to establish causation. Furthermore, we should
acknowledge it is a complicated technique, which requires
special knowledge and expertise, and thus, translating the results
from data mining into simple health message is a difficult challenge. In addition, the trees and rules retrieved in the present
study only include main food groups; thereby, conflicting effects
on BC risk of food subgroups or specific items was inevitable.
Another limitation might have occurred by the designs of the
data collection, which may have introduced recall and/or selection bias, especially in case–control studies. In addition, for most
included studies, the exposure variable was assessed by FFQ.
Therefore, measurement error and misclassification of study participants in terms of the exposure and outcome are unavoidable:
a) the inability of an FFQ to capture many details of dietary
intake, such as all kinds and exact amounts of foods consumed,
b) the difficulty in quantification of the intake and c) the high
dependency on memory, which in turn may have influenced
the robustness of dietary patterns extracted via the data mining
procedure(61). Lastly, due to the nature of data mining such as
C5.0, there are concerns regarding multiple testing and spurious
associations, which might cause some of the observed consequences due to chance alone.

Conclusion
In summary, the data mining technique provided an effective
approach to identify some food groups related to BC risk in
the large epidemiological BLEND study. The main findings from
this study support the data mining approach to be a valuable
additional methodology in nutrition and cancer epidemiology,
which deserve further examination.
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